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The Kentucky Derby Festival is a not-for-profit organization which began in 1956 with a 

budget of $640. Now in its 56th year, the annual budget is in excess of $6 million.  In 

today’s economic climate the importance of strong working relationships with 

vendors/partners who understand our business is very significant. Thrifty Truck Rental is 

just that kind of partner.  

 

Thrifty Truck Rental, a local company that is small enough to handle small rental needs 

and large enough to handle some of the area’s largest corporate clients, Thrifty Truck 

Rental specializes in renting trucks for both the commercial user and the home mover. 

Over the past 10 years, Thrifty has also strategically positioned themselves in this 

community as the go-to truck rental agency for events, footraces and other significant 

cultural not-for-profits as the need arises. From its humble beginnings in 1952, Thrifty 

Truck Rental has continued to make the Louisville market its focus and has expanded to 

just about every facet of the auto retail market while still staying true to providing 

outstanding service and support to its customers and partners.  

Whether the Derby Festival is doing a grass-roots campaign throughout the state, towing 

Pegasus Parade floats to just about every small town parade in the region, or making 

available for our overall event operation a substantial portion of its rental inventory 

during the month of April, Thrifty has always been there for KDF. Thrifty even takes it 

upon themselves to “logo” their inventory with the current KDF Official logos and often 

graciously leave them on the equipment throughout the year for additional exposure for 

our organization.  

      

Thrifty rental trucks that include box trucks of all sizes, rail-side trucks, cargo vans, 

sprinters and even 15-passenger vans can be seen doing a multitude of things throughout 

Louisville for the events. They include: safety shuttles for bicyclists on closed roads and 

distribution of hot food to police personnel for Thunder Over Louisville; transport of 

push floats, volunteers and other equipment for the Pegasus Parade; distribution of water, 

runners; gear and other equipment for the KDF Marathon and minimarathon; national act 



transportation for Fest-a-Ville and on and on. These dual-logo trucks are often the first 

piece of equipment on-scene as venues take shape out of nothing and are usually the last 

piece of equipment to leave as it is broken down. This organization truly “keeps the 

Festival moving” behind the scenes and helps us to produce and execute over 70 events 

over a two-week period.  

 

Often, due to unforeseen issues such as flooded venues or unexpected accidents that 

might temporarily disable one of the trucks, Thrifty is ALWAYS willing to go the extra 

mile to make sure our overall operation doesn’t slow down. Over the last few years, in 

addition to the rental fleet, Thrifty took it upon themselves to provide a lease vehicle 

from their sales lot to be used as an Event Response and Operation truck, otherwise 

known as the “Big White T.”. Prior to turning the keys over to the Derby Festival folks, 

Thrifty has the vehicle completely decked out in logos, solely for the purpose of exposure 

for both organizations. As the “Work Truck People,” Thrifty Truck Rental fully expects 

the Festival to put the truck to work doing whatever needs to be done in order to make the 

Festival roll smoothly.  

 

During the 2012 Derby Festival, the “Big White T” Operations and Event Response 

vehicle was involved in a minor fender bender that rendered it undrivable. Broken and 

otherwise damaged components left it sitting while the Festival continued. Thrifty Truck 

Rental, understanding the value of the vehicle to the overall operation as well as the 

exposure opportunities, went above and beyond and had the vehicle up and running as if 

the accident never happened in only a day and a half; proving once again their overall 

commitment as an operations partner.  

  



Thrifty Truck Rental is the ideal partner. They share the Kentucky Derby Festival’s 

values, give their time and service and show their commitment to a healthy long-term 

relationship with the Derby Festival. Best of all...all of their hard work is delivered with a 

smile.   


